BODA WALTZ

Swedish

traditional

"Boda is a town in the Dalarna region of western Sweden -- and this is a waltz from Boda, rather than the Boda waltz. Frequently these tunes don't have widely recognized names in Sweden, and the authorship is often obscure. In this context, it's open to question how much adaptation occurs before something becomes a new tune. Cammy Kaynor brought this tune back here in 1980." David Kaynor.

Recorded on Bodalåtar i Laggar Anders Kök (Boda Tunes in Lager Ander's Kitchen), on the Swedish record Sonet SLP-2047. Recorded on Fourgone Conclusions (Front Hall Records); and by Vandy, Cammy, & Edward Kaynor on Contrablessings.

The Waltz Book